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Profile
Tom is a well-liked, professional editor who has worked across a broad range of genres,
from promos and commercials to serious documentary and reality programming. He is a
creative editor, willing to suggest new and different ideas and has a good eye for cutting
music based television. He is also well used to tight deadlines and working to a fast
turnaround.

Selected Broadcast Credits
“Parkers Trail” 1 x 60min. At the age of 22, Parker has already struck it rich in the
Klondike by mining gold. But he’s always wondered – is he tough as the original stampeders?
Now together with friends, Parker will journey unaided 600 miles over a mountain range,
lakes and the mighty Yukon River all the way from Parker’s home at the start of the original
trail to the goldfields of the Klondike and the legendary Dawson City. Raw TV for Discovery.
“Digging for Britain” Series 6 & 7. 2 x 60min. Documentary. Dr Alice Roberts follows a
year of British archaeology, joining up the results of digs and investigations the length of
the country.
360 Productions for BBC 2.
"Great Canal Journeys" (Series 1, 2, 7, 8 & 9) 7 x 60min. Timothy West and Prunella
Scales take on some of the country's most picturesque canals telling their life story along
the way.
Spun Gold for Channel 4
“How to Get Rich Quick” 1 x 30min. Episodes 2 and 5. Features series. Millionaire and
founder of Bank Of Dave, Dave Fishwick, helps ordinary people to ‘get rich quick’ by
attempting to teach people the money making skills which helped him become a self-made
millionaire.
Little Gem for Channel 4
“Britain by Bike” 1x60min. Episode 2. Travelogue following George and Larry Lamb as they
embark on an exciting cycling road trip. The father and son will see stunning scenery and
encounter fascinating characters as they explore the Lakes, Scotland, the Dales and The
New Forest. The pair will bond, banter and soak up local history.
Channel 5.
“Inside Parliament” 1x60min. Parliament has seen the rise and fall of our greatest leaders
from Churchill to Thatcher. It's seen war, scandals, riots and fire. This programme looks at
the stories that have shaped one of our most iconic buildings.
Channel 5 for Channel 5 Direct
“Inside the Old Bailey” 1x60min. Old Bailey hears the biggest trials in the land. From
the Krays to the Yorkshire ripper, from Jeffrey Archer to Stephen Lawrence. The most

famous criminal court in the world has seen scandals and murders, sent people to hang and
witnessed some of the biggest miscarriages of justice.
Channel 5 for Channel 5
“Raising Pompeii with Michael Buerk” 1x60min Michael Buerk experiences what 24 hours
in this fascinating city would have been like. From its gladiators to its brothels, with the
help of world class experts and leading CGI this vibrant city is rebuild.
TwoFour Productions for ITV
“Restoring Britain’s Landmarks” 1x60min. Exclusive access following the Landmark
trust’s amazing restoration projects and delving into the history behind them.
Universal for Channel 4
“Jungle Sharks” Man-eating bull sharks live in the fresh water rivers of Costa Rica. Could
how they evade Crocodiles provide us with a ground-breaking shark deterrent?
Arrow Media for Discovery
“Victorian Bakers” Four professional bakers leave their modern businesses behind to bake
their way through the era that gave us modern baking as we know it.
Wall to Wall for BBC 2
“The Real White Queen & Her Rivals” 1 x 60 min. The story of three women vying for
power in the violent and volatile backdrop of the War of the Roses. Presented by Novelist
Phillipa Gregory.
Oxford Scientific for BBC 2
"Dogs - Their Secret Lives” (Series 1 & 2) 2 x 60min. Mark Evans examines canine problem
behaviour and sets out to improve man’s relationship with his best friend.
Arrow media for Channel 4
"Back in Time for Dinner" 2 x 60 min. One family travel through time from the ‘50s to the
future living only on the food of the era to see how food has evolved and shaped how we
live today.
Wall to Wall for BBC 2
“BAFTA Nominated”
“The Time Travelers Guide” 1 x 60min. Using CG, archive and live footage Ian Mortimer
guides the viewer around Elizabethan England.
360 for BBC
"Strangest Weather on Earth" 1 x 60min. From freak desert snowstorms to glow-in-thedark ocean waves, The World's Weirdest Weather examines some of the planet's most
extraordinary weather phenomena.
Pioneer for Channel 4 & Weather Channel
“Gold Rush” 1 x 60min. US hit show where three mining crews risk everything prospecting
for gold from the harsh ice of Alaska to the jungles of Guyana.
Raw TV for Discovery
“The First World War From Above” 1 x 60min. The story of the great war told from a
unique perspective featuring remarkable finds including photographs taken by WW1 pilots
and airship footage never seen before, which helps to show the devastation and stories of
human tragedy. Presented by Fergal Keane. *BAFTA Cymru nominated*
BBC One
“The Burrowers” 1 x 60min. A groundbreaking natural history experiment to cut a hill in
half and film the secret lives of some of Britain’s subterranean wildlife.
Dragonfly for BBC

“Heston’s Fantastical Food” 1 x 60min Chef Heston Blumenthal tries to create some of
the most fantastical food experiences ever seen from the World’s largest ice cream to a
pub within a pie.
Betty for Channel 4
“Auction Hero” 2 x 60min. International Art dealer Andrew Lamberty wheels and deals art
and antiques to the rich and famous in order to change the fortunes of a few chosen
charities.
Silver River for BBC
“The Divine Michelangelo” 2 x 60min. Mixture of drama and documentary about the life
and works of one of the world’s finest ever artists.
BBC
“Turn Back Time – The High Street” 1 x 60min. A group of modern shopkeepers are on the
journey of a lifetime, living and trading through six key eras of history. Experiencing the
highs and lows from the Victorian High street to the 1970’s supermarket.
Wall to Wall for BBC
“Routes” 1 x 60min. Griff Rhys-Jones retraces the route of Queen Elizabeth’s Progress from
Windsor to Bristol.
Modern TV for BBC 1
“Who Do You Think You Are?” 1 x 60min. Dancer Len Goodman traces his roots, revealing
a past of workhouses, suicides and revolutionaries.
Wall to Wall for BBC (BAFTA nominated series)
“The Apprentice” 1 x 60min Alan Sugar searches for a worthy business partner in the
seventh series of this multi award winning show.
Talkback Thames for BBC One
“Blood on the Turntable” The Stone Roses 1 x 60min, looking at the astonishing
relationship between one of the most important British bands of the last 20 years and their
inept manager.
BBC
“Hero in My Family”1 x 60min. Celebrities trace family members who served in World War
II. Anne Widdacombe and Quentin Willson discover that their relatives changed the course
of history.
360/Impossible for Channel 5
“Britain’s Secret Treasures” 1 x 30min. Michael Buerk and Bettany Hughes reveal the best
archaeological discoveries ever made in the UK.
Potato for ITV
“Ashley Banjo’s Secret Street Crew” 1 x 30min. Ashley Banjo meets his toughest
challenge yet as he attempts to teach some of the country's least natural movers and
shakers to dance.
Princess for Sky One
“Art That Shook The World – Ulysses” 1 x 50min documentary focusing on James Joyces’
seminal novel “Ulysses”, taking the viewer on a journey similar to that of the 1922 work of
fiction.
BBC
“Inside Planet Earth” 1 x 120min. A fantastical but factual journey from the outer reaches
of the stratosphere right down to the Earth’s core, using cutting edge CG to discover what
makes our complex planet so special.
Pioneer for Discovery US

“The War of the World” 3 x 60min. Travelling around the globe, historian Niall Ferguson
sets out to discover what made the 20th Century the bloodiest in our history.
Blakeway for Channel 4
“Richard of Austin” 1 x 60min. Contributors including Jack Black, Winona Ryder & Robert
Downey Jnr review the importance of subversive American filmmaker Richard Linklater.
World of Wonder for Channel 4
“Feast” 2 x 60 min. Chef Heston Blumenthal creates some magical feasts inspired from
works of literature from past decades, before serving them up for his celebrity guests.
Optomen for Channel 4
“Blitz Street” 1 x 60min. Tony Robinson explores what it was like to live through the Blitz,
on a specially constructed street that is subjected to explosions similar to those used by the
Luftwaffe.
Impossible pictures for Channel 4
“Last Man Standing” 2 of 8 x 60min. Six Alpha males take on tribes all over the world at
their local sports.
BBC
“How The Earth Was Made” 1 x 60min. Scientists around the world reveal how the largest
ever volcano wiped out 95% of life on Earth.
*Series won EMMY Award for Outstanding Editing*
Pioneer for Discovery.
“SuperCities” 1 x 30 min. Travelling around the country, architect Will Allsop outlines his
controversial solution to Britain’s over-crowding by building three huge linear cities,
highlighting good and bad architecture along the way.
ZCZ for Channel 4
“The Astonishing Rise of The Computer Game” 1 x 30min. A look at gaming as an everchanging art form in an industry that’s outstrips film to the tune of $30b a year.
BBC
“My Big Decision” 1 x 60min. Part of a six part series. Teenage girls go on a road trip to
help them decide on the life changing decisions that they are facing.
Love Productions for BBC3
“Top Gear” Long running Bafta and Emmy award winning motoring show presented by
Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond & James May.
BBC (BAFTA, EMMY & NTA Award winning series)
“Designing The Decades” 1 x 60min. Part of a four part series looking at the key designs
and designers that have helped shape our world.
BBC
“Celebrity Big Brother” BAFTA winning reality TV shows with D list celebrities and Bez
locked in a house together.
Endemol for ITV
“Obouron” 1 x 24min surreal drama from the First Take strand, telling the story of a man
and his conflicting relationship between his wife and the sea.
ITV
“Jubilee” - The Soundtrack to 1977 1 x 60min documentary, looking at the eventful
summer of ‘77 including music from The Sex Pistols, Bob Marley, Rod Stewart & The
Damned.
BBC

COMMERCIALS, CORPORATE, PROMO’S & MUSIC VIDEOS
Various Programmes, Interstitials and Promos for among others: Studio Universal,
E4, The Sci Fi Channel, Bravo, Discovery, MTV, CFN, Sky, Film 4, She TV Japan,
Taste, Gulf DTH, Paramount, Nickelodeon. ITV Digital & TWI. Commercials for brands
including Sprite, Coca Cola, Oneill, Orange, Chrysler, Pepsi, Muddy Fox, Swatch, Norwich &
Peterborough, Monster UK, Deutche Bank, British Telecom, Snowboard UK, Electrolux,
Microsoft, Accenture & HSBC. Music Videos for bands including Ash, ATB, Gabrielle, Soul
Asylum, Ministry of Sound, Agent Sumo, Lisa Maffia & David Gray.

